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Abstract: In modern times, closed-loop control systems (CLCSs) play a prominent role in a wide
application range, from production machinery via automated vehicles to robots. CLCSs actively
manipulate the actual values of a process to match predetermined setpoints, typically in real time and
with remarkable precision. However, the development, modeling, tuning, and optimization of CLCSs
barely exploit the potential of artificial intelligence (AI). This paper explores novel opportunities
and research directions in CLCS engineering, presenting potential designs and methodologies incor-
porating AI. Combining these opportunities and directions makes it evident that employing AI in
developing and implementing CLCSs is indeed feasible. Integrating AI into CLCS development or AI
directly within CLCSs can lead to a significant improvement in stakeholder confidence. Integrating
AI in CLCSs raises the question: How can AI in CLCSs be trusted so that its promising capabilities can
be used safely? One does not trust AI in CLCSs due to its unknowable nature caused by its extensive
set of parameters that defy complete testing. Consequently, developers working on AI-based CLCSs
must be able to rate the impact of the trainable parameters on the system accurately. By following
this path, this paper highlights two key aspects as essential research directions towards safe AI-based
CLCSs: (I) the identification and elimination of unproductive layers in artificial neural networks
(ANNs) for reducing the number of trainable parameters without influencing the overall outcome,
and (II) the utilization of the solution space of an ANN to define the safety-critical scenarios of an
AI-based CLCS.

Keywords: closed-loop control systems; artificial intelligent; functional safety; trust; artificial neural
networks

1. Introduction

In an ideal scenario, a closed-loop control system (CLCS) controller of processes or
systems would precisely set the control variables to match the desired reference value
perfectly. The intended process response would consistently align with the reference value,
irrespective of the intensity of disturbances affecting the process. However, real-world
processes and systems, such as mechatronic actuators in vehicles, biochemical processes
in reactors, and building temperature regulation systems, inevitably exhibit deviations
such as overshoots, settling times, and oscillations during control. Therefore, technology
that brings real-world controllers closer to the theoretical ideal controllers is highly valued.
Despite advancements in computational power, the general procedure for designing control
systems [1,2] has remained essentially unchanged over the past four decades.

The introduction of artificial intelligence (AI) in the realm of closed-loop and feedback
control systems, hereafter referred to as CLCSs, holds the potential to enhance the overall
performance of CLCSs and the behavior of controllers, particularly for complex and nonlin-
ear processes. Furthermore, AI can forecast potential disturbances based on, e.g., collected
data and external multivariate inputs like weather forecasts, even before these disturbances
impact the process. It is conceivable that AI could entirely replace the traditional controller
block and directly interpret sensor values as process feedback. Consequently, using AI
will reshape the existing block diagrams of CLCSs and the controller design process for
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supporting the integration of AI and external multivariate inputs within control system
engineering [3].

Through exploring novel opportunities and research directions toward safe AI-based
CLCSs, this paper aims to identify the research gap in this field. Therefore, by extend-
ing the conference paper on AI-based CLCSs [3], the following sections will delve into
various aspects of CLCSs and the integration of physics-informed AI. Section 2 provides
a comprehensive summary of the pipeline of applying AI, the current state of the art in
CLCSs, and physics-informed AI. In Section 3, block diagrams empowered by AI and their
application in CLCSs will be presented, along with detailed explanations of new blocks and
design patterns. Section 4 shows the use of minimal human–machine interactions (HMI)
for having AI-in-the-loop. Safety is a paramount concern for CLCSs, particularly in specific
processes, and Section 5 explores how AI-based CLCSs can be integrated with functional
safety measures. Lastly, in Section 6, this paper concludes by discussing the advantages and
disadvantages of AI-empowered and AI-based CLCS designs while highlighting potential
research directions for utilizing AI within CLCSs. For the sake of simplicity, the term
“process” is used interchangeably in this paper to refer to both the controlled process and
the controlled systems. Similarly, the term “system” represents the entirety of the open- or
closed-loop system hereafter.

2. State of the Art

While performing an intensive review of published work and source code, we noticed
that AI, particularly artificial neural networks (ANNs), has not yet made significant ad-
vancements in the field of control systems, encompassing both open-loop and closed-loop
systems. The quantitative assessment of keywords from the Elsevier Scopus bibliographic
database supports this qualitative impression. By plotting the curve gradients between the
publication count of the keyword Neural Network and the combined keywords Closed-Loop
Control Systems and Neural Network, the gradients for the keywords Neural Network and
Closed-Loop Control Systems show exponential growth but the gradient for the combined
keywords Closed-Loop Control Systems and Neural Network only linear growth. In absolute
numbers from the year 2021, the research gap becomes visible as well, i.e., the single
keywords Neural Network and Closed-Loop Control Systems have been associated with more
than 6000 publications, but the combined keywords only with 83 publications [3]. Sev-
eral reasons can account for the limited integration of control system engineering and AI
thus far:

• The complexity of the phase space: The phase space described by the differential
equations governing control systems is inherently complex. This complexity poses
challenges for applying AI techniques, including ANN, which require substantial
computational resources and training data to accurately represent and model such
complex systems.

• The unpredictability of disturbances: Control systems must contend with unpre-
dictable disturbances affecting the controlled process. These disturbances introduce
uncertainties that can make it difficult for AI methods, including ANN-based ap-
proaches, to adapt and respond effectively to real-time changing conditions.

• The tradition in control system engineering: The field of control system engineering
has traditionally relied on comprehensive physical models to describe processes in
their entirety. This emphasis on physical models, rooted in established practices,
may have hindered the integration of AI, including ANN, which operate based on
data-driven approaches that may deviate from traditional modeling paradigms.

Addressing these challenges will require concerted research and development efforts
to bridge the gap between control system engineering and AI. By exploring innovative
approaches and leveraging advancements in AI, it is possible to overcome these obstacles
and unlock the potential for AI-driven control systems in the future.
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2.1. Pipeline of Applying AI

The AI field has witnessed a trend of increasingly deeper architectures, e.g., this can be
observed in Figure 1, where the number of parameters in ANN has exponentially increased
from InceptionV2 [4] published in 2015 to BASIC-L [5] in 2023, surpassing an 18,650.0%
growth of the trainable parameter. However, accuracy increased by 21.66% from 74.8% of
InceptionV2 to 91.0% of BASIC-L. The continuous deepening of ANN necessitates more
hardware resources, even for inference alone, leading to long execution times. Moreover,
deeper ANN architectures amplify hardware requirements and demand larger datasets
for training. When considering AI-based CLCS in embedded devices, the question arises:
Should one continue to pursue deeper architectures [6,7]?
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Figure 1. In AI applications where functional safety and trustworthiness are not critical require-
ments, a noticeable trend emerges when examining the ANN architectures developed: predictive
performance improves linearly, while the number of trainable parameters and, thus, computational
complexity increase exponentially [8].

The development of AI can be theoretically described as a six-step process. Figure 2
depicts this process, which begins with the availability of data and an application idea.
Whether the idea or the data comes first can be seen as a chicken-and-egg dilemma. Typi-
cally, ideas reshape the data collection process, and conversely, the data can inspire new
ideas, creating an iterative cycle of refinement and improvement. With the introduction of
intuitive HMI and user interfaces (UI) for AI-based applications, AI-based CLCS and its
development will become more applicable.

data selection
data cleaning

and transformation
design of

AI architecture
training of

AI architecture
applicable AI on

embedded hardware

evaluation

idea

data

if evaluation results
does not fit require-
ments

Figure 2. The AI application pipeline involves six steps, steps where interactive HMI commonly
used is depicted on a white background, while interactive HMI is not yet used on steps with a gray
background [8].

Reflecting the needs of CLCSs, interactive HMI for two steps are essential for CLCS
design. Gaining the trustfulness of the AI-based CLCS, the design of the AI architecture
should highlight each layer’s impact on the overall outcome, helping to create tiny ANN
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architectures. For the safety assessment, the evaluation step is vital, and by utilizing an
n-dimensional solution space, the operation range of the AI-based CLCS enables border
case testing of the AI-based CLCS.

2.2. Closed Loop Control Systems

The proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller is widely used in CLCS. Its
popularity stems from the fact that engineers have a good understanding of how to adjust
its three parameters [9]—proportional (P), integral (I), and derivative (D)—based on past,
present, and future control errors [10], to achieve the desired CLCS behavior. However, PID
controllers face limitations regarding nonlinear processes and processes with short dead
times [9]. Depending on their parameters, PID controllers can also exhibit tendencies to
overshoot, undershoot, or exhibit slow response in reaching the setpoint [11]. In response
to these challenges, strategies for tuning the PID controller parameters [11] have been
optimized, and more complex designs, such as PID-P, PI-PD, and PI-D controllers, have
been proposed as alternatives [9].

Controlling nonlinear processes with nonperiodic uncertainties remains a difficult
task [10]. Moreover, conventional CLCS design approaches are inadequate for managing
processes with multivariable responses and references.

2.3. AI-Based Closed Loop Control Systems

Recently, the absence of a connection between artificial intelligence (AI) and control
system engineering has been acknowledged, leading to the emergence of first scientific
papers addressing this gap. Rackauckas et al. [12] presented an innovative approach
utilizing ANN to approximate and even discover missing terms in differential equations.
Their methodology, known as universal differential equations discovery, enables the ap-
proximation of specific process equations based on recorded data.

To combine AI and CLCS, differentiable programming languages like Julia [13] are
crucial for solving differential equations and training ANN within the same software
code. The advantages of Julia as a programming language have been demonstrated by
Rackauckas et al. [14] and its suitability for this purpose. Another related concept is that of
physics-informed neural networks [15], which shares the same foundational idea but may
employ different programming languages to integrate differential equations and ANN.

Two notable review papers deserve mention, focusing on nonlinear [16] and dynamic [17]
differential equations in combination with ANN, respectively. Despite these advancements,
the gap between control engineering and AI still persists in engineering applications.

2.4. Procedure of the Control System Design

Since the start of the new millennium, there has been a notable rise in the availability of
computer-aided software solutions for applied control design. Prominent examples include
Simulink (MATLAB) [18], Xcos (Scilab) [19], and control (Octave) [20], which embody
the current best practices in controller design procedures. Figure 3 illustrates the typical
progression encompassing 14 common steps involved in transitioning from the initial
process requiring control to the final design of the control system [1]. Additionally, based
on personal experience, an additional 15th step is incorporated in Figure 3.
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cies
IV) decide which variables
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V) decide on the actuators

V) decide on the measure-
ments

V) decide on the sen-
sors

VII) decide on the type of the controller
IX) design the controller and its param-

eter

VIII) decide on the control objec-
tives

VI) select the control configuration
X) analyze the resulting controlled system
XI) simulate the controlled system
XII) repeat from step II) if needed

XIII) select the hardware for the controller
XIV) validate the controlled system in applica-

tion
XV) repeat from step II) or IX) if needed

Figure 3. The process of control system design, first 14 steps of Skogestad and Postlethwaite [1] in
accordance visualized with the corresponding blocks of the CLCS block diagram—blocks with gray
background are crucial for safety of the CLCS.

3. AI Empowerment for Closed-Loop Control Systems

When examining the control system design procedure and the currently used CLCS
block diagrams, AI can be utilized in various design steps and blocks. This section will
explore the application of AI in studying, modeling, and scaling real-world processes
that require control. Subsequently, this section will delve into the advantages of AI-
based controller tuning and the possibility of entirely AI-based controllers. Lastly, it will
summarize the alterations in the control system design procedure that arise from the
integration of AI in control system engineering.

3.1. Functional Safety and Trustfulness

Before equipping CLCSs with AI, the question arises as to which blocks of a CLCS are
mainly responsible for a system’s functional safety and trustworthiness. When considering
a possible use case of a CLCS in an automated vehicle, the functional safety of a deployed
CLCS is evaluated using ISO 26262 [21]. ISO 26262 defines the analysis of systems with
respect to an automotive safety integrity level as a standard. According to ISO 26262, the
item definition of a CLCS states that the controller must set the controlled variable precisely
to a desired setpoint. Through the following hazard analysis and risk assessment, it is clear
that the control or the AI and the sensor block are critical to the safety of a CLCS, as shown
in Figures 3 and 7.

Assessing trust in automation is a difficult task [22–24]. Trust has been shown to
change over time with accumulated experience [25,26]. Consequently, all stakeholders of
CLCSs, i.e., developers, testers, assessors, end users, etc., need to experience the safeness of
AI-based CLCSs to gain trust over time.

3.2. AI-Based Process Modeling

When embarking on a control system design, it is customary to study, model, scale,
and evaluate the physical characteristics of the process. These iterative steps continue
until the design model accurately represents the real-world process to be controlled by
the control system. Given the assertion by Hornik et al. [27] that “standard multilayer
feedforward networks are capable of approximating any measurable function to any desired
degree of accuracy, in a very specific and satisfying sense”, it becomes apparent that the
physical model can be replaced with an empirical model. In Figure 4b, an AI is trained on
recorded process data, thus serving as an empirical approximation of the process model.
The level of detail of this AI-generated empirical model depends on the training data, but
it is sufficient for the purposes of controller design. It is important to note that in control
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system engineering, all data and datasets are typically time series, necessitating careful
consideration of sampling frequencies during the data recording and learning processes.

controller
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disturbances
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sensor
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(X(t))

reference
(W(t))
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–

(a) hand-crafted physical process model

controller
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reference
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control variables
(X1(t), X2(t), X3(t), . . .)

–

recorded process
data

(b) AI generated empirical process model

Figure 4. CLCS block diagrams: (a) with a typical hand-crafted physical process model and (b) with
an empirical process model that, e.g., is generated by an AI on recorded and synthetic data; both
process models meet the needs during the controller design procedure [3].

The level of detail in the AI-generated empirical process model corresponds to the
quantity, variance, and biases present in the recorded training data. A realistic process
model can be automatically generated if the recorded data encompass the entire range of
assumed process variances without any biases.

However, since gathering data that adequately capture border and extreme cases of the
process can be challenging, a combination of empirical and physical process models is often
necessary. Promising approaches for integrating these models include physics-informed
neural networks [15], neural operators [28], and their combinations [29]. In this context, the
physical model defines the process behavior in border and extreme cases, while the training
data are used to capture general cases during the model training phase. Furthermore,
approximated physical process models can be used to generate a synthetic dataset, which,
combined with recorded data, can be used as a hybrid dataset for training the AI-based
process model.

3.3. AI-Empowered and -Based Parameter Tuning

To determine the optimal parameter set, such as for PID controllers, various methods
are employed today, including Ziegler–Nichols tuning, Cohen–Coon tuning, Kappa–Tau
tuning, heuristic tuning, and others. These methodologies result in parameter sets that
are commonly fine-tuned manually, leading to static hand-crafted control parameters as
depicted in Figure 5a.
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Figure 5. Three different parameter tuning options for CLCSs: (a) finely tuned parameters by experts
as common, (b,c) AI-based data-driven tuning of adaptive control parameters [3].

In addition to traditional tuning approaches, ANN can optimize controller parameters
based on recorded data for typical process scenarios. Figure 5b shows that the controller
parameters are trained as static parameter sets using AI. Using AI for parameter tuning
only preserves the standard safety evaluation before deploying the CLCS, ensuring the
coverage of extreme cases. The advantage of AI-based parameter tuning, driven by data,
is that it considers the probability distribution of process states and disturbances during
training. Unlike the dataset used for AI-based process modeling, the dataset for parameter
tuning should accurately represent real-world process cases. Consequently, the data used
for parameter tuning may exhibit strong biases with recurrent process states.

By leveraging recorded process data, an ANN can be trained to provide a dynamic
set of parameters for the controller, as illustrated in Figure 5c. In this configuration,
the ANN may internally predict disturbances to generate the best parameter set in real
time, i.e., during controlling the actual process. Direct sensor inputs are required to
enhance the ANN’s representation of the current process state and disturbance. This sensor
input can originate from the CLCS feedback sensor, but additional sensors can also be
incorporated. With multiple sensors, the ANN can optimize the prediction of process
disturbances through training. Thus, the ANN can dynamically estimate the optimal
parameter set and update the controller. It is worth noting that online parameter tuning in
nonconvex optimization cases, such as for PID controllers, poses a mathematically NP-hard
problem [30]. Introducing AI in the form of ANNs may help address the computational
challenges associated with NP-hard calculations during runtime [31].
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Unlike expert rule tables for dynamic parameter tuning [32], the online estimation of
controller parameters through an ANN introduces a vast range of potential characteristics
for the CLCS. Due to the sheer magnitude of the CLCS working space with online AI-
based parameter tuning, it is practically impossible to simulate and test all possible system
behaviors comprehensively. As a result, the dynamic online change of controller parameter
sets based on AI is currently not recommended for time- and safety-critical processes,
where reliability and safety are of utmost importance.

3.4. AI-Based Controller

Taking a step further, it is possible to replace the entire controller, including nested [33]
and cascaded [34,35] controller settings, with an AI-based controller. In the block diagram
depicted in Figure 6a, an AI-based controller, typically in the form of an ANN-based con-
troller, is trained to directly manipulate the control variables based on the given reference
value and sensor input. This AI-based controller can handle multiple reference values and
sensor inputs simultaneously. The main challenge in designing a CLCS with an AI-based
controller lies in training the AI itself. It requires real-world data encompassing typical
process variances in an unbiased manner, covering the entire range of variances. Balancing
the characteristics of both time-series datasets during training poses a significant challenge,
and one possible solution is to train on both datasets simultaneously [36,37].

AI process

disturbances
(D(t))

sensor

response
(X(t))

reference
(W(t))

control variables
(X1(t), X2(t), X3(t), . . .)

recorded process
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(a) AI-based controller

controller

static parameters
(KP, KI , KD , . . .)

controller
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(KP, KI , KD , . . .)

process

disturbances
(D(t))

sensor A

sensor B

response
(X(t))

reference
(W(t))
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(X1(t), X2(t), X3(t), . . .)

––

(b) cascaded setup with static parameter sets

AI process
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(D(t))
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(X(t))

reference
(W(t))

control variables
(X1(t), X2(t), X3(t), . . .)

recorded process
data

prediction

(c) simplification due to AI-based controller

Figure 6. AI-based controller: (a) e.g., an ANN replaces the controller design; (b,c) cascaded controller
setup where an AI-based controller like in (c) simplifies the CLCS design [3].
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In contrast to an AI-based controller’s complex and time-consuming training process,
the inference times, i.e., the execution times, of trained ANNs are significantly faster. Deep
ANNs can achieve inference times below 10 ms on graphics processing units (GPUs),
tensor processing units (TPUs) and field programmable gate array (FPGA) [38,39], making
them suitable for controlling many processes. Furthermore, lightweight ANNs with fewer
than four million parameters typically have inference times below 3.9 ms [39]. However,
evaluating AI-based controllers solely based on testing and evaluation becomes challenging.
Even with systematic evaluations of system behavior in predefined input-value spaces,
certain aspects such as poles and other anomalies may go unnoticed.

3.5. Procedure of the AI-Empowered and -Based Control System Design

Integrating AI into CLCS design reduces the process to a nine-step process. As
depicted in Figure 7, the three steps required to describe the physical process model are
condensed into a single step, which involves recording the dataset and automatically
creating the empirical model using AI techniques. By employing an AI controller, the need
for decision making and analysis regarding the controller type and control configuration
becomes unnecessary. However, similar to tuning the controller, training the AI model with
respect to the reference values is still required.

AI process

disturbances
(D(t))

sensor

response
(X(t))

reference
(W(t))

control variables
(X1(t), X2(t), X3(t), . . .)

I) record data set of process and create process
model, empirically, by AI

II) decide which variables
are to be controlled

III) decide on the actuators

III) decide on the measure-
ments

III) decide on the sen-
sors

V) train AI on control objective

IV) decide on the control objec-
tives

V) simulate the controlled system
VI) repeat from step I) if needed
VII) select the hardware for the controller

VIII) validate the controlled system in applica-
tion

IX) repeat from step I) or V) if needed

Figure 7. The process of AI-empowered and -based control system design, 9 steps in accordance
with the corresponding block of the block diagram. Blue steps are identical to the steps of Skogestad
and Postlethwaite [1]—red steps are altered; blocks with gray background are crucial for safety of
the CLCS.

4. AI-in-the-Loop

An often overlooked solution is the implementation of a minimal HMI to ensure safe
and trustful task execution when the AI algorithm encounters challenges by, e.g., unknown
disturbance during inference. By merging the concept of “user-in-the-loop” with AI, the
AI takes over the main loop of operation while the user’s role transforms into that of
a domain expert and supervisor for corner cases. This concept, illustrated in Figure 8,
revolves around the idea that the AI performs the majority of the workload, with the user
providing guidance and support in addressing safety, security, and task-related issues
that the AI architectures may struggle with. By introducing HMI at this stage of the AI
application pipeline, embedded AI-based applications like AI-based CLCS [3], interactive
3D reconstruction [40], and AI-empowered crop rotation [41] can be brought to market
sooner than fully automated AI-based systems.
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Figure 8. The AI-in-the-loop concept enables the reliable, secure, and trustworthy use of AI. AI serves
as the working horse, i.e., effectively handling tasks and, if needed, incorporating user expertise with
minimal UI [8].

The AI-in-the-loop approach combines the computational capabilities of AI with the
conceptual strengths of human interaction by enabling HMI and UI during AI inference.
The AI remains the primary “working horse”, using its computational power to solve the
task at hand. However, if the AI encounters uncertainty in its results or identifies a safety-
or security-critical situation, it seeks input from the user through an appropriate HMI with
an interactive UI. Developing intuitive HMI and UI is crucial, as it requires translating the
AI’s trained high-dimensional task representation into a human-understandable problem
description. Some UI methods already exist for visualizing and explaining the AI’s current
output [42–44], but further research is needed to align them with the specific requirements
and preferences of users within the AI-in-the-loop concept.

By combining interactive AI architecture design and streamlining the structure of
lightweight ANNs, the development of a minimal HMI to support AI-in-the-loop function-
ality will pave the way for the safe and reliable use of AI in the near future. Rather than
aiming for fully AI generated CLCSs where the user’s workload is eliminated entirely, the
logical progression is expected to involve human–AI cooperation within AI-in-the-loop
systems. It is important to note that AI-based CLCSs currently have unknown blind spots
until the field of explainable AI is further explored and developed.

5. Functional Safety for AI-Empowered and -Based Closed-Loop Control Systems

Currently, AI and functional safety are primarily being discussed in relation to obstacle
detection in self-driving vehicles [45–47]. AI algorithms have proven to be highly effective
in accurately detecting obstacles using camera, LiDAR, and radar data. However, the safety
concerns surrounding AI still persist, and the challenge of ensuring explainable AI remains
unresolved. Further exploration and research are required to address these issues and
enhance the safety aspects of AI in various domains.

Since explainable AI, specifically explainable deep ANN, has not yet been achieved [48],
the use of AI-based controllers may not be a viable option for controlling processes. Two
possible designs are proposed to address the challenges of evaluating and testing complex
AI-based control systems and ensure functional safety, as depicted in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Two designs of controlling safety-critical processes by AI-based controller without the need
for explainable AI [3].

One approach to guarantee functional safety involves incorporating a fallback path
combined with a safety switch, as shown in Figure 9a. This design involves implementing
a conventional controller as a backup, and a safety switch is employed to disable the AI-
based controller based on predefined thresholds or conditions. While the implementation
of a fallback path using a conventional controller may seem straightforward in theory, the
parameterization of the switch to determine whether the control variables should be passed
through the AI-based controller or the fallback controller is nontrivial. It is important to
carefully consider the design of the AI-based controller to minimize the number of trainable
weights, reducing complexity and improving functional safety. Tailoring the ANN based
on specific needs should also be considered in this design [6,7].

An alternative strategy, as depicted in Figure 9b, involves using a conventional con-
troller to provide the control values while the AI-based controller fine-tunes these values
within predefined boundaries. Typically, symmetrical boundaries are used, allowing the
AI-based controller to adjust the control values within a defined offset. This design ensures
that the influence of the AI-based controller on the control values remains within predefined
limits, facilitating evaluation and testing to meet functional safety requirements.

These strategies aim to address the challenges associated with AI-based controllers and
ensure functional safety by either incorporating fallback paths and safety switches or constrain-
ing the AI-based controller’s influence on the control values within predefined boundaries.

6. Research Directions and Conclusions

The field of control system engineering is poised to leverage AI to create empirical
process models using ANN. By employing AI-based process modeling techniques with
recorded and synthetically generated process data, the time required for modeling can be
drastically reduced without any drawbacks to conventional methods. By exploring novel
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opportunities in the abovementioned sections, it becomes clear that the following fields
need to be researched to unleash the potential of AI-based CLCSs.

6.1. Research Direction: Tiny AI

Since the complexity of the phase space described by the differential equations gov-
erning control systems is inherently complex, applying AI to CLCSs will probably lead to
ANNs with a high number of trainable parameters. The high number of parameters will
lead to ANNs that classical function safety evaluations cannot cover due to the size of the
solution space spanned by the used ANNs. Thus, research should focus on tiny ANNs, i.e.,
with few trainable parameters. As one possible option to create tiny ANNs, the elimination
of unproductive layers of an ANN is already feasible [6,7].

6.2. Research Direction: Solution Space of ANN

Determining the solution space of ANNs is a vital step toward AI in safely critical
applications. Since the solution space of an ANN correlates with the size of an ANN,
it must be researched how the resulting n-dimensional solution space can be reliably
computed and represented. Functional analysis, especially the Hilbert space, might be
capable of describing all possible states of the used ANN architecture. Thus, functional
safety assessments of AI-based CLCS can be performed systematically and not by a very
high number of numerical test cases covering possible corner cases.

6.3. Further Research Directions

Future research directions can be identified by considering the pipeline of applying AI
in Figure 2 and the process of AI-empowered CLCS design in Figure 7. Next to the two
abovementioned primary research directions, this subsection will summarize further three
minor directions. Note that, as stated in Section 2, many research and development efforts
are necessary to bridge the gap between control system engineering and AI.

6.3.1. Datasets for AI-Based CLCS

For AI-based CLCSs, ensuring that the recorded process data cover variances without
biases is crucial. Therefore, research should focus on systematically recording such data
by employing specific stimuli on mechatronic actuators. In addition, creating synthetic,
partially synthetic, and hybrid datasets for CLCSs has to be investigated.

6.3.2. Trust and Confidence in AI

Building and measuring trust and confidence in AI [49,50] is quite a new field in AI.
Developing interactive HMI to highlight each layer’s impact on AI’s decision making will
help gain the end users’ trust and confidence.

6.3.3. Software Solutions for AI-Based CLCS

Easy-to-use software for AI-based CLCS development and testing will help to spread
AI-based CLCSs in the field of control system engineering. Software with an interactive
HMI, covering all steps shown in Figure 7, from recording the dataset via training the ANN
on the control objective to validating the CLCS in the application case, has to be developed.
Programming languages like Julia are a good starting point, but control systems engineers
are not programmers, so intuitive HMI and UI are needed for AI-based CLCS development.

6.4. Conclusions

Soon, AI-assisted tuning of static parameter sets will also be a promising way to
take advantage of AI. However, due to safety considerations, online changes to controller
parameters based on AI are not yet suitable for most processes. Similarly, entirely AI-based
controllers currently face limitations in terms of functional safety. For these cases, more
research is necessary. Nonetheless, granting these AI-based controllers a defined impact on
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control values, as depicted in Figure 9b, provides a valuable starting point for studying the
advantages and disadvantages of AI-based controllers within deployed CLCSs.

Bridging the gap between AI and CLCSs will create an important impetus for innova-
tive control systems designs. AI in the CLCS domain will combine decades of knowledge
with process information in the form of recorded data. AI will not replace the experiential
knowledge required to develop control systems, but AI will heighten the importance of
systematically recording process data, leading into datasets for improving control system
design. With upcoming AI-empowered and -based CLCSs, all stakeholders like developers,
testers, and end users will gain more and more trust in these systems.
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